
“No bad boats, only bad applications”
Guide paddlers to the correct Kayak/ Canoe/ SUP by
identifying their decision factors, narrow down options
and offer only the best choices for them!

A paddlesports department tour IS NOT EFFECTIVE!!!
·  Get your customer talking, painting a picture of where they 
will paddle and what values are important to them.
·  By personalizing the decision, we can mitigate internet bias 
and the classic “My friend told me to buy....”
 

FFor You:
·  Body Size HUGELY DETERMINANT in best t... especially 
 when touring (ex. foot size, thighs, leg length)
·  Carrying Weight /convenience of craft is very important!
 Every paddler has his/her own lifting tolerance
·  Budget: striking a balance between cost vs. efficiency
·  Ask about any limitations:  swimmer or fearful of water?
  Knee or back injury? Upcoming surgery?  What kind of 
 vehicle/ roof rack?  Limited space for home storage?  
·  Does the customer like to “learn into/with their boat” or
 are they prepared to “paddle something basic now and 
 upgrade later?”  Are they taking any classes?

Intended Purpose:
“What are you doing with this boat?”
·  ·  Fitness/ photography/ shing/ camping/ gear capacity?
·  Need to keep up with other kayakers?  
·  All-season paddling or fair weather paddling?
·  Paddling frequency/ proximity to water?
·  Paddling with pets or kids on your craft?
·  Need universal appeal (”cabin boat” or shared use)?

Type of Water:
MMake sure the craft is properly equipped for preferred 
waterways.  Consider safety, comfort, and durability:
·  Cold or warm water?  Salt or freshwater?  White or at 
 water? Rivers with/without heavy current?
·  Rocky shores?  Sandy beaches?  Docks or platforms?
·  Open Water requires proper otation from two
  bulkheads or added otation
·  ·  Majority of paddling will be local but is there a “big trip” 
 in mind?  Races or events out of the area?

Kayak/Canoe/SUP Construction
 

  · Polyethylene (Roto-/ Blow- Molded thermoplastic pellets)
  · Composite (berglass, carbon, kevlar; w/ resin)
  · Thermoformed (Eddyline uses acrylic capped ABS)
  · Inatable (PVC or eco-friendlier & lighter weight TPU)
  

Types of Abuse on a Kayak / Canoe / SUP
 

When a customer asks what is “tough” you will need to factor in 
and address these types of abuse: (most common to least)
  1.  UV Degradation:  Thermo-form & Composite are best
    2.  Heat:  Expansion can destroy Inatable & Composite   
    SUP’s;  softens and deforms Poly
  3.  Abrasion: Thermo-form, Inatable & Composite best
  4.  Glancing Impact:  Plastic best (Thermo-form & Poly)
  5.  Loaded Impact:  Poly & Inatable best, then Thermo
    · Thermo & Composite less exible, but are repairable
  6.  Torsional Force (bending, twisting & exing):
        Poly best, then Thermo-form & Composite
 

Paddlesports Discussion Points
 

Speed and Acceleration are two different things:
 ·  You can have a quick, but not fast boat
  ·  You can have a boat with a fast hull speed that takes time,   
  and effort, to get up to speed
 · A boat slows by falling down it’s own bow wake
  (ex:  the bow of a motor boat rises before planning)
 

Efficiency/speed does not equal the longest boat necessarily....
 ·  Max Hull Speed in Knots = 1.44 * sq root of waterline length
LLonger can be faster but you need the power to get that speed!   
 ·  Must have the strength/”motor” to match the hull/ ”chassis”
 

Stability is a result of a paddlers interaction with their craft.
 ·  Changes over time, factor in the paddlers experience, skill,
  body size with their craft, loaded/gear weight, etc
 ·  Weather/water conditions; Addition of pets or children
  ·  Focus on issues that do not change over time like the craft’s  
  weight, t, comfort, features, etc.

“A tippy boat today is a responsive boat tomorrow”
  

Tracking:  Going the distance?!  Fighting currents?
 · Most touring kayaks will set the paddler back-of-center for 
  better tracking in wind and currents
  ·  Hull shape/design, construction material, correct weight
  distribution/trim, incorrect paddle for the application
 · The paddler’s position, posture, form & skill

Skeg and Rudder are wind management tools to adjust 
the wind’s view/ perspective of the center point of the craft.
 ·  NOT designed to steer/turn your kayak
 ·  Generally for use with longer touring boats
  ·  They do add weight/cost and are not always needed!

 F.I.T. = Matching the Craft to the Paddler!
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